
STEP 3: YOUR MOVE PLAN

“Your body was made to move. It craves 
movement. It needs movement. Movement lifts 
our spirits and fires our metabolism. When we 
move regularly and sufficiently, we create a 
positive chain reaction with both our nourishment 
and our mindset. So, we have every reason to 
focus first on how we are moving.” 

– Barbara Birke, Optimum You 



YOUR PERSONALIZED MOVE REPERTOIRE

Your task here is to sketch out a personalized Move repertoire. You can do this simply by 
reviewing your three-day assessment – compare it to your awareness exercise in the first 
module where you laid out where you want to go, and grow. What stands out? Where do you 
see the most urgent needs for positive change. This is where you are going to focus. 

Remember to bring in consistency, quality, and balance.


Fill in below:




YOUR SELF-EMPOWERING MOVE DECISION

Write down a clear decision around your MOVE repertoire - one that reads something like “I 
run three times a week and do core work twice a week”. Simple language, no room for 
misinterpretation, no room to wiggle out. And as you make this decision and internalize it, and 
broadcast it to friends and family, remember to connect it with your purpose, your first step - 
with a simple declaration: “When I move like this, I feel the way I want to feel … “


Fill in below:

*This is an introductory course and the beginning of your Thrive Journey. If you would like to get more specific guidance in the 
details of MOVE - please look out for upcoming Optimum You Courses or be in touch at info@optimum-you.com.



STEP 4: YOUR NOURISH PLAN  
“Your Nutrition fuels every process, every cell 
in the body. What you put in your body, how 
you Nourish yourself affects how you feel (and 
how you perform) in the moment … but also 
your long-term health and well-being. Nutrition 
is deeply individual, and there is no cookie-
cutter solution. So we need to develop a 
personalized approach to our Nourish.” 

– Barbara Birke, Optimum You 



YOUR PERSONALIZED NOURISH PLAN
Look at your personal assessment and pick out the big nuts to crack. Let the good work 
you did during your Awareness step be your guide. Where is it that you most want to grow 
from a Nourish point of view? What needs stand out? What kind of Nourish routine will help 
you Move the way you have decided to, and feel the way you have visualized when finding 
your Purpose? 


Remember to incorporate the sub-steps of consistency, quality and balance.


Fill in below:



YOUR SELF-EMPOWERING  
NOURISH DECISION

Write down a clear decision around your NOURISH repertoire - one that reads very clear 
and simple that you can broadcast to family and friends and which doesn’t give you acres of 
wiggle room. A NOURISH routine that you can live out consistently and brings in balance. 
Work on the wording of your decision until you’ve got it right, and you can say that when 
you live out this Nourish routine, you will feel your Thrive so that you fulfill your Purpose.


Fill in below:


*This is an introductory course and the beginning of your Thrive Journey. If you would like to get more specific guidance in the 
details of NOURISH - please look out for upcoming Optimum You Courses or be in touch at info@optimum-you.com.



STEP 5: YOUR RENEW PLAN  

“The only way to sustain YOUR THRIVE  is 
through daily renewal. Through proactive 
presence with yourself and your Thrive process. 
And through a daily renewal of commitment, 
agency and energy - this is what RENEW is all 
about. It’s your way of ‘staying on track’ by 
giving energy to your Thrive Process." 

– Barbara Birke, Optimum You 



YOUR PERSONALIZED RENEW PLAN
Plot out what your Renew routine looks like, following the sub-steps. Make sure to commit 
to checking in with yourself daily - with your Gratitude exercise and Your Daily 
Commitments.  Secondly, stay honest. That clarity of where you are at, and the self-
acceptance can come in handy by allowing you to stay honest about where you are. And 
the final sub-step is to make it a ritual.


Fill in below:




YOUR SELF-EMPOWERING  
RENEW DECISION

Write down a clear decision around your RENEW repertoire - one that is simple and easy to 
follow. A RENEW routine that you can live out daily, with honesty and as a ritual that you 
enjoy. Embrace your RENEW decision, knowing that it will bring daily energy to keep you 
Thriving, simply.


Fill in below:

*This is an introductory course and the beginning of your Thrive Journey. If you would like to get more specific guidance in the 
details of RENEW - please look out for upcoming Optimum You Courses or be in touch at info@optimum-you.com.
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